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In this article, I first define the basic structure of modern ‘first- 

principles theory of real materials’ (including old references), 

and then I review recent applications to electronic materials. I 

argue that electronic structure theory of real materials has 

advanced to the point where bold predictions of yet unmade 

materials and of unsuspected physical properties are being 

made, fostering a new type of interaction with experimentalists. 

I review the basic characteristics of this new style of theory, 

illustrating a few recent applications, and express opinions as 

to future challenges. 
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Abbreviations 
CBM conduction band minimum 
EMA effective mass approximation 
LAPW linear augmented plane wave 
LDA local density approximation 
LMTO linear muffin tin orbital 
VBM valence band minimum 
AH‘ formation enthalpy 
AHm migration enthalpy 
AEv valence band offset 

Introduction 
The scope and structure of first-principles 
theory of ‘real materials’ 
First-principles electronic structure theory of‘real materials’ 

aims at understanding material properties and processes 

from an atomistic qliantum-mechanical point of view, 

revdining the complexity and specificity of actual solids, 

without loosing track of the underlying global trends and 

basic physics. 

What’s done? 
‘l’he basic structure of electronic structure theory is dra\vn 

from text-book quantum-mechanics. A ‘system’ (atom, mol- 

ecule, solid, nanostructure) is defined via its ‘external 

potential,’ Velt(r) which includes information on the atomic 

numbers (ZJ and locations F&, (a = 1 . N) of all N atoms 

comprising the system, plus, when appropriate, external 

(e.g. electric, magnetic) fields. One then sets up an effective 

single-particle Schroedinger qua&n: 

i -y +\;,,,(r)+\:.vm I,,,, i( 
(r.p)]Wr) = El Y,(r) (1) 

w h c rc Vr,.rC,,J,,;,,K is the systems response to L:,,,,. ‘I’hc scrccn- 

ing potential, depends on the density matrix p. \\‘hcrc 

{y, ), (q) are the single-particle wan efunctions and cncr- 

gies, respcctivcly. Assuming at first a given geometry 

(hence, a given 1,,,,(r)) and using a specific microscopic 

model of screening (c.g. the local density approximation 

[LDA] [l]), one solves Equation 1 itcr3tivcIy. using the 

boundary conditions appropriate to the system at hand 

(e.g. periodic bulk solids, isolated quantum dots, etc. ). 

Iterations are needed because I’C,,,,,,,,, depends on p snd 

the latter is obtained from the wavefunctions y \ia 

11 (1.0 = Cv:(r)v,(r’). ‘I’hc scclucncc is; one assumes p, then 

computes I~y,l,~,,I;,,,y (p), th en solves Equation 1 to find (y, ), 

then recomputes a new p from the latter, and continues to 

self-consistency. \Vhen self-consistency is attaincd for an 

assumed geometry (R,, a = 1 NJ of all N atoms. one 

obtains the total electron + nuclear energy [2] of that 

geometry: 

L,{kx. a = I...N}= CC, -+I;,,-+I+&, ++K,_, (2) 

whcrc the first term is the sum of single particlc cncrgics, 

K,, is the electron-electron Coulomb (k Iarticc) cncrgy, 

E.vC; is the exchange-correlation cnerg); and E_, is the 

ion-ion energy. ‘I’hc forces on all N atoms arc then 

obtained from IX,,,,: one seeks the geometry that products 

no forces: 

What’s the input and what’s the output? 
Given the inputs, the N atomic nnmbcr (Z,) and initial 

geometric information, solving Equations l-3 then yields 

the ‘system’ equilibrium geometry (R,], its eigcnvaluc 

spectrum (E,], and total energy. Second derivatives of the 

total energy with respect to unit cell deformations yield 

elastic constants (Ci,), whereas second derivatives \\ith 

respect to collective atomic displacements yield forcc cotv 

stants, hence the phonon spectrum. Bonding information 

is gleaned from the charge-density. 

p (r) = C wy (r)w ;(r) 
; 

Response to external perturbations (pressure, strain. 

electric fields) is obtained either by repeating the calc~r- 

tation for the perturbed system, or via linear response 

methods 1.31. ‘I’his yields quantities such as pressure 

equation of states, strain deformation potentials, and 

polarizabilities. When the eigenvalues (Ei] are interpreted 

3s quasi-particle energies, one also gets from Equation 1 
the systems energy level structure, the transition matrix 
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elements between levels i and j (hence, the optical 

spectrum). 

What made it possible? 
The advances that made this program of ‘first-principles 

electronic structure theory of real materials’ possible range 

from conceptual to computational breakthroughs, as well 

as from progress in computer technology. The main 

enabling steps are as follows: 

1. The formulation of l\n-_,Ji,,X in terms of the density p by 

Kohn and Sham [l]. 

2. The evaluation of the functional form of useful approx- 

imation to V st,.eenit,R (p), for example, the early exchange and 

correlation functional of Singwi etal [4] and of Hedin and 

Lundqvist [S], and the most accurate one by Ceperley and 

Alder [6], and Perdew and Zunger [7]. 

3. The simplification of V,,, in terms of atomic pseudopo- 

tentials [8] that are calculable from well-defined (e.g. LDA) 

atomic models, [9-l l] rather than empirically [ 121. 

4. The formulation of nondivergent methods for evaluat- 

ing E,, and F, of infinite systems (e.g. in momentum- 

space) [Z]. 

5. The development of efficient computational strategies to 

solve Equation 1, once general forms of V,, and Vscret,Ti,lg are 

formulated. This includes plane-wave methods (e.g. [Z]), 

LAPW (linear augmented plane wave) [13] and LMTO 

(linear muffin tin orbital) [14,1.5]. 

6. The development of linear-algebra approaches to huge 

matrix problems underlying Equation 1, for example, iter- 

ative-diagonalization, [16,17] and conjugate gradient [18]. 

7. The development of strategies for displacing atoms 

(Equation 3) simultaneously with refining charge densities 

[19] (Equation 1). And, more recently, the combination of 

the latter [19] with molecular dynamics by Car and 

Parrinello [ZO]. 

8. The amazing advent of faster computers and massively- 

parallel architectures. 

The characteristics of current first-principles 
approaches to prediction of materials 
properties 
Modern electronic structure theory of real materials differs 

from the traditional ‘band structure models’ familiar from 

the classic solid state text books in a number of important 

ways. 

The focus is on the physics 
The field is no longer preoccupied with numerical and 

algorithmic issues (choice of basis sets, muffin-tins, inte- 

gral evaluation approximations), but focuses instead on 

the central physical ideas that can be tested by using the 

theory as a ‘giant microscope,’ looking into the atomic 

structure of matter. 

The numbers are testable and verifiable 
The reader does not have to ‘trust the author’ as to what’s 

really done in the calculation, or to suspect that one is ‘get- 

ting the right answer for the wrong reason,’ because there 

are now a number of independent approaches that system- 

atically give the same answers. These are the LAPW and 

converged pseudopotential calculations (unfortunately, 

there are still quite a few LDA-based methods around that 

are poorly implemented producing unreliable results.) 

Realism is key 
Text-book simplifications including one-dimensional 

models; spherical-potentials; nearly free-electron models; 

simple tight-binding and other ‘elegant’ and ‘back of the 

envelope’ constructs have given way to an approach that 

tackles the real complexity and diversity of matter, with- 

out loosing sight of the underlying physics. 

The approach is reflective 
Discrepancies with experiments are analyzed by searching 

for specific inappropriate physical inputs/assumptions, 

rather than by using empirical adjustments to cover-up our 

basic ignorance. For example, when a ‘wrong’ band gap 

was calculated early on [Zl] for LiF (9.8 eV, instead of the 

measured and previously calculated 14.2 eV) using a ‘right’ 

method (LDA with no adjustments [Zl]), the analysis of 

this shocking discrepancy led to a deeper understanding of 

fundamental (self-interaction) corrections [Zl] to the 

underlying formalism. Similar discrepancies led, later on, 

to the development of quasi-particle corrections to the 

band structure. 

The attitude is bold and interactive 
This type of theory sometimes predicts unsuspected sta- 

ble structures, or materials with previously unknown prop- 

erties before experiments are carried out. The time taken 

between the theoretical prediction and its experimental 

testing is often shorter than the duration of a PhD thesis. 

Note that, as the title of this article suggests, the features 

described above characterize mostly the electronic struc- 

ture theory of ‘electronic materials,’ that is semiconductors. 

Indeed, the structure-function relationships underlying 

semiconductivity lend themselves to this type of theory 

more readily than, for example, superconductivity or 

f-electron conductivity, where many-particle interactions 

and dynamic correlations play a more crucial role. 

Theory predicts defect properties in III-V 
nitrides 
In a series of recent papers, Neugebauer and Van de Walle; 

[22,23”]; Boguslawski, Briggs and Bernholc [24,25]; 

Bernardini, Fiorentini and Bosin [26’]; and Mattila and 

Nieminen [27] have used the pseudopotential LDA 
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approach to stud! the properties of dcfccts in C;aN. ‘1%~ 

ol3jecti\ e vxs to gain an iinderstmding of p-type doping 

(1 ia acceptors) and ii-type doping (\ia donors). ‘he theor) 

gi\u access to fix basic cluantities: firstI\. the lowcst-cner- 

gy location and gcometr~ of the dcfcct in the lattice: xc- 

ondly, the cncrgy AH,(r\“. ~1.) it tdxs to form defect :I in 

charge state cl. 2s 2 function of the Fermi energy El ‘Ike 

Iowcr AHr (h”, E,:) is. the I;uger the ecluilihrirlm concentra- 

tion of .A”. Positi\.cl~-ch~irged defects (donors) form niorc 

cmily in ptype niatcrials (El. near the \‘lShI). but their for- 

mation rclcascs electrons. thus contril~iiting to n-t!-l>c 

beha~~ior. Ncgati\.el) -charged dcfccts (acceptors) form 

niorc casil) in ii-type rnatcrialc (El: near the (:BhI [conduc- 

tion band minimum: ‘shallou. donor’]), but their formation 

relcascs holes. thus contril3uting to 13-t) pe Ixha\ior; third- 

ly. the donor (O/+) [or acceptor CO/-)] ti-ansition ‘cnerg) 

IcKI’ required to change the charge state. If the (O/+) Ic\xl 

is near the (:BJI. the sytcm I~cconics ii-t!lx, u.hcrcas if 

the (O/-) Icvcl is near the \~RhI (~alencc hand niinini~in~; 

‘shallou- acceptor’). the systcni lxcoiiics p-type. I>cep 

donors or acceptors do not contribute carriers; foiirthly, the 

migration barrier cncrg)- AI I!,, (X”. E,.) for diffusion of :I” 

(the lqcr it is. the Icss niol~ilc is ;I”). and fifthly the idcn- 

tit! of the defect that v ill electricall>- coinpcnwtc 3 gi\ui 

defect. 

Kcgardiiig ‘n-t)-lx doping’ 1 i;l donors, thcor) found the 

follouiiig, firstly. \.< (nitrogen ucaiic~) i4 ;I shallow donor. 

(producing upon ionization. clcctrons), but its formation 

energy AH, (iv<: ii-type) is too high to \\xi-rant an appre- 

ciahlc carrier density so \ , .+ is not the source of the 

oher\ cd n-t!pc Ixha\ ior. Ho\vcl-cr, secondly, Sic:, and 

0: (Si on (;a site; ox)gcn on N site) arc inllch casicr to 

form in n-t!-lx material (lon.cr AI Iv [n-type]). ;md ha\ c 

shallow donor states. I‘hus, these iniptiritics are lihel) to 

lx the reason for the obser\ ccl n-tyxz Ixha\ ior. ‘I’hircll>, 

I-I+ is a shallmv donor, and its ccluilibrium lattice location 

is within 1 :1 from the (clcctron-rich) nitrogen site. Its for- 

mation enthalpy pcrinits a large ccluilil)rium conccntr:i- 

tion in p-tylx samples. rI’hc migration barrier AI I,,, is lo\\ 

(-0.7 cl’), so H+ is highI> mobile. It con~pcnsatcs \lg,, 

(SW lx?lO\\~). 

Kcgarding ‘p-type doping’ \ia acceptors. theory found the 

follo\ving, firstly, \‘:S (CL \x3iicy) has 3 10~~ formation 

energ>-, hut its acceptor Ic\el is deep (-1 c\~ alx)\,e \.BhI). 

so it dots not produce man)- holes. Instcacl, it gi\ es rise to 

the ‘) elIon. luminescrnce. ’ ‘1%~ forniation energy is lo\\,- 

cd 13~ att3chnicnt to 0: (forming \‘;!, acceptoi--donor 

pair). Secondly. H- has a shallou acceptor alem e the Y1311. 

but its formation enthalpy in n-t)-pe niatci-id is high (lead- 

ing to liniitcd solubilit)). It is almost ininiol~ilc, due to a 

large AII,,,. Hence, its abilit)- to compcnsatc donors such 

3s Si,:, is lirnitcd. ‘I’hirdl>, r\Igcy,, and Hc,, are shallo\\ 

acceptors (eslxxially the latter) with ION formation 

enthalpies, 2nd art: thus predicted to lcad to 17-t) 1x2 
_ 

hchalior. 1 Io\ve\ er, LIgr:, IS conipensatcd Ix the cclti~illy 

lo\r. formation enthalp Hf center. High tempcraturc anti 

some form of gcttcring arc nccdcd to hrcak this 

donor-xccptor pair, and reco\.er the pt! pc lxha\ ior. 

Opinion 
‘l‘hcse calculations are esccutcd at a high Ic\rl of coiiilx- 
tence. SIlOT\ ‘by-and-large’ significance internal 2gcc- 

nient, xiid ha\ c greatly contril~tited to interaction u ith 

cxpcrimcnts. Ho\vc\cr. cnlxrimentin,q ~cms to Icrtl the 

\\ay by coming 1113 first \\ith practical dopant\ in CktN. 

Theory predicts the band offsets between 
semiconductors 
LYheii tu 0 semicondtictors .A(: and 13(: form an ;I( :/I<( 1 
intcrfwe. their wlencc hid niasinia I<, cdiibit an offset 

AK, (X(1/13(:) = E, (.1(:)-E, (B(Z). -1%~ magnitude of the 

offset is kin inilmrtant de\,ice charactcri\tic, 2s it clctu- 

niincs the abilit) of electrons (in the condiiction hand) and 

holes (in the \dcncc hid) to trli\cl from one side of the 

junction to the other. In the past few year5, first-pi-inciplcs 

clcctronic strticturc thcor) has lxxii applied to predict 

L alcncc hnd and conduction hnd offsets lxx\\ ccii \ :iri- 

011s niatcri3ls cithci- assuming an unstrained intcrhcx 

(Icatling to a ‘natiirul lx~ncl offset’). or assuming cohcrcnt 

strain on a gi\ cn substraw. 130th plane-\\ ;I\ c pwudopotcm 

tial calculations, 2nd all-clccti-on I,.Zl’\\’ calculations pro- 

duce quite similar predictions. v hcrcas the I,\l’l‘O 

method sonictirmcs gi\ es sonic\\~liat diffcrcnt \ allic~ I .ct 
iiic first illustrate the situation , 3s \\Cll AS the c\tcnt of 

agi-ccmciit/dis~igrcement u ith e\;perinicnt 1,) consiclcl-in,g 

nitrides. I,XI’\V cdculations [X] gi\x for the ‘n;itiir;il’ 

offsct AE, (InN/(;alX) = 0.26 c\; u herc:ls the p~~~dopo- 

tcntial wlucs is 0.j [?9]. ‘1%~ I,.\I’l‘O \ ;IIUC [.iO] is o-51 c\l 
‘Ilie ;i,qrxnicnt lxt\\~ceii first-principles \alucs of AF,, and 

cxlxzrimcntal \ dues is h wncr3ll\ csccllcnt. often \\ ithin 

0.1 e\. or so. ‘I’his is the cmc for 11-1.~ I.31 ] and most I I I-i’s 

[.32]. l<\~~ii in ‘coniplicatcd’ ascs. \vhcrc one c;ilcuI;itc\ 

[.ki] 3ii offset Ixtu-ccn ;I binx) s\stcni ((2.-\5) and :I 

tcrnar)- alloy (Ga,In_,I’) that can ha\ c: diffci-cnt dcgrccs 11 

of long rang order. the a,grccnicnt with c~lxrinicnt I.i-lI i5 

crcellent. (In fact, the ;ypxnicnt u ith niorc rccciitly mu- 

surcd \ altlcs is c\ cn lxtter than with tlic older \ alLic4. ‘I‘hc 

c2lculated wluc did not climge.) 

I ~YNIIC~ like to drau ;xtention to tlircc c;iw\ \\ hcrc the 

agreement Ixt\vccii thcor) ;iild the ctirrcntly awil:il>lc 

cxpcriniental nuiiilxzrs is poor. ‘I’his recluircs attcntion on 

the siclcs of theor) and esperimcnt. \\‘liile ‘the Jur!, i5 omit’ 

on thc’sc cxcs, it is essential that the conflict lx rcsol\ cd. 

I:irstl>,. the mcastlrcd [.X5’] AI<, (C;aTi/InK) = 1.05 c\’ is COIF 

sidcrably different from all first-principles \ aliics (0.16. I%‘] 

0.3, [S] (L.5 [X1]). Secondly. the currently nicasiirccl wliic 

for Al:, (In,k/~;nAs) strained on an InAs suhstr:rtc i\ - 

0.57 e\. [I\-ith R, (InIb) belo\\ E, ((;a,&),] whereas 1,:11’\\’ 

Kites -0.25 e\: The measured due strained on <&\s [.%I 

is -0.04 E, (In-k) Ixzing Mow E, (GL-2s) whcrcas the 

I,AP\T ~xluc is +0.3X CL- [E, (Inhs) lxing atxnxz I<, ((h.W]. 
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Thirdly, indirect experimental evidence discussed in [32] 

suggests that E, (InSb) is 0.84 eV below E,. (InAs) whereas 

theory [32] produces a reverse order of band edges. 

Opinion 
The three discrepancies between theory and experiment 

for GaN/InN, GaAs/InAs and InSb/InSb are much larger 

than the stated theoretical error bars, so the experimental 

determination (e.g. the degree of interfacial coherence 

maintained in the sample, and the accuracy of determina- 

tion of the valence band edge) needs to be re-examined. 

Spectroscopy of quantum dots explained 
Semiconductor ‘quantum dots’ with typical dimensions of 

20-100 A can be synthesized as free-standing objects, or 

as semiconductor-embedded objects. Free-standing dots 

(e.g. InP, CdSe) are grown by colloidal methods, are strain- 

free, nearly spherical and have chemically passivated sur- 

faces. Semiconductor-embedded dots (e.g. InAs-in-GaAs) 

are grown by molecular beam epitaxy, are highly (but 

coherently) strained and have pyramidal or dome shapes. 

Progress made in the growth of ‘free-standing’ quantum 

dots and in the growth of semiconductor-embedded (‘self- 

assembled’) dots has opened the door to new and exciting 

spectroscopic studies of quantum structures. These have 

revealed rich and sometimes unexpected features such as 

quantum dot shape dependent transitions, size-depen- 

dent (red) shifts between absorption and emission, emis- 

sion from high excited levels, surface-mediated transi- 

tions, exchange-splitting, strain-induced splitting, and 

Coulomb blockade transitions. These new observations 

have created the need for developing appropriate theoret- 

ical tools capable of analyzing the electronic structure of 

lo”-10h atom objects. The main challenge is to under- 

stand firstly, the way the one-electron levels of the dot 

reflect quantum-size, quantum-shape, interfacial strain 

and surface effects, and secondly, the nature of many par- 

ticle interactions such as electron-hole exchange (under- 

lying the ‘red shift’), electron-hole Coulomb effects 

(underlying excitonic transitions), and electron-electron 

Coulomb effects (underlying Coulomb blockade effects). 

In response to the challenges posed by these develop- 

ments, a few theoretical models of the electronic structure 

of quantum dots were recently advanced. They are all 

based on the k,p method (see [37]), in which the wave- 

function of the dot is expanded in terms of N, bands of 

the periodic host crystal, at the Brillouin zone center 

(T-point). The method range from the ‘effective mass 

model’ (N, being one band), to N, = 6 (‘6 x 6 k.p’) of 

Norris and Bawendi [38”] and Norris, et CI/. [39’] and to 

N, = 8 of Jiang and Singh [40]. 

Most impressively, in their application to free-standing 

CdSe dots, Norris and Bawendi [38”], succeeded in 

explaining, via the 6 x 6 k.p method, the origin of as many 

as eight observed excitonic transitions in various size dots, 

and Jiang and Singh [40], and Grundmann, Stier and 

Bimberg [41’] have explained the origin of the two main 

emission peaks in GaAs-embedded InAs dots. 

In addition to explaining such ‘one-electron properties,’ an 

extended theory was recently able to explain the Stocks 

shift between absorption and emission as being due to 

electron-hole exchange interactions [42”] (excitation can 

create either antiparallel, or parallel spins of the excited 

electron and the particle left behind. The splitting 

between these ‘singlet’ and ‘triplet’ configuration is due to 

exchange interactions, and is found to be dramatically 

enhanced in dots relative to bulk solids). An impressive 

success of theory in this regard is the identification of 

enhanced exchange interaction (as opposed to surface 

trapping) as the origin of the observed red shift. 

In general, however, the exchange interaction contains a 

short range (SR) component, which decays exponentially 

with the e-h separation S = Ire - rhl, and a long-range (LR) 

component which decays as a power law. Conventional 

wisdom [42”] suggests that the LR exchange interaction 

in quantum dots originates, as in bulk semiconductors, 

from dipole-dipole coupling of the transition density 

between unit cells. LJnder this assumption, the LR contri- 

bution to the exchange splitting of s-like excitons in spher- 

ical quantum dots vanishes. In the EhlA (effective mass 

approximation), the e-h exchange is thus described 

[42”~43-45] by a short-range term with a R-3 size-scaling 

whereas the LR contribution is set to zero. This approach 

fits well the observed red shift in CdSe nanocrystals. 

However, in the case of spherical zinc-blend quantum 

dots, the predicted l/R3 scaling of the red shift with size is 

not observed in either InP [43] or InAs nanocrystals. In 

both cases, the observed scaling is R-2 . 

Opinion 
The currently used ‘theoretical technology’ for under- 

standing the electronic structure of quantum dots is based 

on the traditional k.p envelope-function approach with a 

limited basis of N, < 8 bands. Despite spectacular success- 

es, it is unlikely that the details of the electronic structure 

of quantum-dot systems which lack periodicity in all three 

dimensions and exhibit surface effects as well as interfacial 

strain would be adequately described using a small number 

of 3D-periodic r-like bulk orbitals. This approach will ulti- 

mately be unable to describe strong multiband coupling 

needed at the surfaces of the dots, non-r-like dot states 

that emerge at small dot sizes, or the long-range piece of 

the exchange interaction. However, the global features of 

quantum confinement for sufficiently large dots will con- 

tinue to be described very well by such approaches. 

Conclusions 
Electronic structure theory of real materials has reached 

maturity, in that it is no longer preoccupied exclusively 
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\\-ith methodological issues. but is acti\.ely engaged in 

explaining a bide range of materials properties, predict- 

ing unsuspected structures. anti c\ en challenging exper- 

imcntal data for corrwtnesb of assignment (II- intcrprcta- 

Con. Alrhough much remains to lx inipro\cd in the 

nicthodology (c.g. describing accurately clcctronic csci- 

cations). the current attitude proniises to signal ‘the 

txginning of a new friendship’ Ixt\vccn cspcrinicnt and 

rheorv. 
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